
Loading Guide for the Preloaded IOL Injector Accuject™ Pro with LuxSmartTM, LuxSmartTM Crystal, LuxGoodTM and LuxGood CrystalTM

Preloaded system 
AccujectTM   Pro
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Close the wings of the loading chamber until 
you hear a “click”. The system is now ready for 
injection (do not advance the lens into the tunnel 
yet); now is the moment to give it to the surgeon.

Once implanted, the orientation 
features of the lens must be 
oriented at the top right (A) and 
at the bottom left (B).
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Open the blister and transfer the injection system onto 
the sterile field.

*BSS: Balanced Salt Solution
**Amvisc®  Plus, OcuCoat® and EyeFill® C.
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Then, rinse the lens from the back of the cartridge inclined 
downwards by positioning the cannula near the silicone tip 
under the protective wall.
The cartridge contains a coating that is activated when 
hydrated by the addition of BSS*. The coating fixes a layer of 
fluid that ensures lubrication. Full hydration of all the parts is 
mandatory.
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Rinse the lens by slowly injecting BSS* (at room 
temperature not straight from the fridge) from the cartridge 
tip inclined upwards.

"click"

Wait for 30 seconds.
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The AccujectTM Pro is a push-type fully preloaded single 
use injection system. The LuxSmartTM IOL and the 
viscoelastic should be stored for at least 30 minutes a 
minimum of 20°C before the surgery.

Apply viscoelastic solution** in the tip of the cartridge 
until the red line.  
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